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Recurring role for Chelsea Alden in eleventh season Shameless (US)

In the eleventh and also final season of Shameless (US), Chelsea Alden (13 Reasons Why) has joined the cast as the character Tish.

It'll only take a bit more and then we've seen the last of Shameless (US), but before that happens, Chelsea Alden (13 Reasons Why) will join the final season of the dramedy in a recurring role. She will be seen as Tish, a checkout employee at a furniture store. Carl saves her from a furious customer. 
 
 Back in 2011, the series premiered and the final season premiered on Showtime on the 6th of December. In this final season of Shameless (US), the Gallagher family has to get used to all the changes that have been made as a result of the coronavirus, gentrification and ageing. 
 
 [image: Video on youtube]
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire]
AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire

Anne Rice's Interview with the Vampire will soon return for a second season on AMC.

Today, 12:02

[image: Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly]
Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly

Louis Landau has been cast in a series regular role in Prime Video's spy thriller Butterfly.

Today, 11:00

[image: Netflix shares first trailer for thriller series Bodkin]
Netflix shares first trailer for thriller series Bodkin

Netflix has released the first trailer for Bodkin, a brand new Irish thriller series.

Today, 10:02

[image: ABC series The Good Doctor will soon also be available on Netflix]
ABC series The Good Doctor will soon also be available on Netflix

Hospital series The Good Doctor, starring Freddie Highmore, can already be seen on various streaming services and Netflix will soon be added.

Today, 09:02

[image: NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons]
NBC cancels Quantum Leap (2022) after two seasons

NBC has decided not to move forward with a third season of the Quantum Leap (2022) reboot starring Raymond Lee.

Yesterday, 20:02

[image: VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal]
VRT and Streamz will work together for the third season of Chantal

Well-known names such as Lize Feryn, Robin Keynaert, Kurt Van Eeghem and Ilse De Koe strengthen the cast.

Yesterday, 19:02
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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